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Abstract

The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is expected to be the multiplexing and switching tech-
nique for future broadband integrated service digital networks (BISDNs) which can transport
almost all types of traffic including bursty data traffic and continuous voice/video frames. How-
ever, this capability cannot be realized without a proper congestion-control scheme. This paper
discusses the suitability of the real-time channel approach [1] for congestion control in ATM
networks. A new message-transmission scheme is proposed which is suitable for ATM networks
and has a number of advantages over existing schemes. The achievable quality of service with
this scheme would make ATM networks capable of supporting real-time services which have
been promised but not yet successfully realized.
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1 Introduction

ATM networks are expected to become the next generation of digital communication networks,
and provide high-quality and exible communication services both for wide-area information
transportation over BISDNs and for the basic infrastructure of computer networks and intra-
device interconnections [2, 3, 4]. High-quality communication will enable the network to support
real-time services such as voice/video transmissions, and exible communication will be poten-
tially more e�cient in supporting services which require di�erent transmission bandwidths and
qualities by statistically sharing network resources.

Two key techniques are used for ATM networks to achieve the above goal: packet-switched
transmission and fast packet switching. Packet-switched transmission makes it e�cient for
a network to transport varying bit-rate tra�c since many users can dynamically share a
transmission link. Fast packet switching reduces the message-transmission delay by imple-
menting switching functions in hardware. However, packet-switched transmission introduces a
congestion-control problem for ATM networks. Unlike with circuit-switched transmission where
each user is guaranteed to have a certain bandwidth, the transmission bandwidth available to
each user in a packet-switched network depends on the network tra�c. When the tra�c load
is high, a network congestion may occur and packets may experience unacceptably long delays
or may even be lost.

Two types of congestion-control schemes have been proposed: reactive control and preventive
control. With reactive control, when a tra�c congestion occurs the source nodes are instructed
to throttle their tra�c ow by giving feedback to them. A major problem with reactive control
in high-speed networks is slow feedback. By the time that feedback reaches the source nodes
and the correponding control is triggered, it may already be too late to react e�ectively to the
congestion.

Preventive control, on the other hand, does not wait until a congestion actually occurs,
but rather strives to prevent the network from reaching an unacceptable level of congestion.
A common approach is to control tra�c ow at entry points of a network, which is realized
with admission control and bandwidth enforcement. Admission control determines whether or
not to accept a new connection at the time of call setup. This decision is based on the tra�c
characteristics of the new connection and the current network load. Bandwidth enforcement
monitors individual connections to ensure that the actual tra�c ow conforms to that speci�ed
at the time of connection establishment.

Considerable attention has been paid to the issue of congestion control in packet-switched
high-speed networks [5, 6, 7, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The congestion-control strategies proposed in
[5, 1, 8, 9] aim at providing the transmission-delay bounds for applications, such as video
and audio transmissions, that have stringent timing requirements in face of other types of
data tra�c. These congestion-control schemes can be categorized into two classes. One class
of schemes deals with diverse real-time tra�c mixes, and di�erent bit-rate requirements of
applications [1, 9], while the other guarantees only one (or a small �xed number of) real-time
tra�c-delay requirements [5, 8]. The latter can use �xed-priority schemes with only two or
three priority levels for scheduling packet transmissions at the switch, while the former must
deal with potentially a very large set of delay bound requirements.

In [5, 8], the framing strategy is employed. Together with the Stop-and-Go transmission
scheme, this strategy provides bounded delays for packet transmission. Time is divided into
frames which consist of a �xed number of slots , where a slot is the time required to transmit
one packet. Delay-constrained packets from di�erent incoming links during an arriving frame
will be transmitted during a single departing frame, but not during any other time intervals. If
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a packet fails to �nd an empty slot during the output frame, it will be dropped. In this way, the
delays of future packets are bounded by the maximum separation between the arriving frame
and the departing frame. Non-real-time packets are serviced as best-e�ort tra�c using any idle
slots left in each departing frame. One major problem associated with the framing scheme is
that it cannot prevent ill-behaving channels with real-time packets to ood the network, and
thus causes other channels to drop packets. Another problem of the framing and Stop-and-Go
strategy is the coupling between the delay bound that can be guaranteed and the bandwidth
allocation granularity [5, 11]. Speci�cally, since the delay bounds are a function of the frame
size, a smaller frame size would provide lower delay bounds, but entails a larger granularity
in bandwidth reservation. Lastly, with one frame size, only one delay bound is provided.
The problems mentioned above make this congestion-control strategy unsuitable for networks
where real-time communications require a variety of delay bounds and bandwidth-allocation
granularity.

The support for statistical multiplexing with the ATM to accommodate a wide variety
of applications requires the adoption of suitable congestion-control mechanisms. Schemes for
admission control and bandwidth enforcement are not speci�ed in the ATM standards. In
spite of the considerable research e�orts over the last several years, such schemes are still
not well understood [2]. To alleviate this problem, we propose a congestion-control scheme
based on the concept of real-time channel [1]. With this scheme, a network guarantees the
timely transmission of real-time messages and handles non real-time messages on a best-e�ort
basis. Another advantage of the scheme is that it integrates admission control and bandwidth
enforcement so as to eliminate the need of a separate mechanism for bandwidth enforcement.
Moreover, with the proposed scheme, messages need not carry any timing information, either in
the form of timestamps or deadlines. Although the schemes proposed in [1, 9, 12] also support
real-time channels, it is di�erent from the one described in this paper. First of all, the scheme
of [1] assumes bandwidth enforcement by the source nodes, and that of [9] uses bandwidth
enforcement by both the source nodes and intermediate switches. Second, the schemes proposed
in [1, 9, 12] require that each packet carry extra timing information, which causes a problem
to ATM networks due to their standardized short cell format.

The paper is organized as follows. For completeness Section 2 reviews the basic concept and
characteristics of real-time channels. Implementation of real-time channels in an ATM network
is discussed in Section 3 where we propose a new message-transmission protocol. The protocol
is suitable for ATM networks and has a number of advantages over existing ones. The paper
concludes with Section 4.

2 Real-time Channels

Messages in a digital communication network can be categorized into two classes: real-time
and non real-time. Real-time messages are required to be delivered to their destinations within
some pre-speci�ed delay bounds. Those messages not delivered within these delay bounds will
be discarded, thus deteriorating quality of service. Non real-time messages, on the other hand,
do not have tight-delay requirement. Loss of a certain percentage of packets due to network
congestion is tolerable by employing a proper packet-retransmission policy.

One way to guarantee the timely delivery of real-time messages over packet-switched net-
works is to use the concept of real-time channel [1, 13, 14]. A real-time channel is de�ned as
follows [14].
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Figure 1: Parameters of a real-time channel.

De�nition 2.1 (Real-time channel) .
A real-time channel, described by a three tuple (T;M;D), is a unidirectional connection between
a source and a destination which guarantees that every message generated at the source will be
delivered to the destination sequentially and in a time period no greater than D if the following
two conditions are satis�ed: (C1) the message inter-generation time is not smaller than T , and
(C2) the message size does not exceed M .

The parameters of a real-time channel are graphically shown in Fig. 1. The real-time channel
service is especially useful for real-time applications where the tra�c characteristics are known
in advance, e.g., voice/video transmissions. Consider the full motion video transmission as
an example. A source node generates 30 frames per second, so the message inter-generation
time T = 33 ms. The maximum message size is also known in advance, which is a function
of the pixel size of a video frame. The third parameter of a real-time channel, D, represents
the user-speci�ed quality of service, i.e., the maximum acceptable delay that a video frame
may experience over the channel. A small D, say D = T = 33 ms, is desirable for interactive
video communications and a larger D may be acceptable for non interactive communications if
a su�cient bu�er space is provided at the destination.

For real-time applications where the tra�c characteristics cannot be pre-determined exactly,
estimated values of T and M can be used. During a transmission process, the source node is
allowed to generate messages faster than T or larger thanM at the risk that these messages may
not be delivered within a delay bound D or may even be lost. However, the channel protection
feature of real-time channels will guarantee that the violation of the tra�c characteristic of one
channel will not a�ect the normal operations of the other channels.

Non real-time messages are given lower transmission priority than real-time messages, so
their presence will not a�ect the quality of service guaranteed to real-time channels. Usually,
a network does not guarantee timely and/or reliable delivery of non real-time messages, thus
needing a sophisticated transport layer protocol like TCP to retransmit packets which are lost
or delayed for a period longer than a certain threshold. It should be noted, however, that some
traditional non real-time services, such as TELNET and FTP, can also be accomplished with
real-time channels. Using a real-time channel, the performance of TELNET could be improved
by bounding the response time. Implementing FTP with real-time channels can facilitate the
bandwidth management of connections.

As compared to the circuit-switched transmission, real-time channels have the advantages
of exibility and e�ciency. In a network which provides real-time channel services, users can
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set up channels with bandwidth, speci�ed by T and M , and delay bound D tailored to their
applications. This exibility in establishing di�erent types of channels allows for the better
management of network resources and reduces the users' costs if they are charged for their
connections. It is in sharp contrast to the conventional circuit-switched transmission where
users do not have many options on the bandwidth and quality (e.g., the delay bound D) of
the circuits. The packet-switched transmission of a real-time channel also makes it e�cient in
supporting non real-time tra�c. Unlike in a circuit-switched network where the bandwidth of
a circuit is reserved exclusively for one user only, the bandwidth of a real-time channel can be
shared by other users when the source of the channel is not using up all the reserved bandwidth.

Implementation of real-time channels relies on (i) admission control via channel establish-
ment and (ii) deadline scheduling of packet transmissions. Admission control requires the client
to establish a real-time channel before starting message transmission. A real-time channel re-
quest may be accepted or rejected, depending on the current network-load condition. Admission
control is necessary because message-delay bounds cannot be guaranteed without controlling
the tra�c load of the network.

Messages are split into packets which are then transmitted individually. Packet transmis-
sions are scheduled as follows. Real-time packets are given priority over non real-time packets.
Each real-time packet is assigned a deadline over each link it traverses which is calculated from
the user-requested end-to-end delay bound and the packet's generation time. When several
real-time packets contend for use of the same link, the packet with the earliest deadline is
transmitted �rst. As will be discussed further in Section 3.1, deadline scheduling can minimize
queueing delays and provide protection between channels.

Two protocols are needed to implement the above two techniques: a channel establishment
protocol and a message transmission protocol [12, 14]. The channel establishment protocol
handles requests for establishing real-time channels. It checks whether or not the requested
end-to-end message delivery-delay bound can be guaranteed for a real-time channel under the
current network-load condition. A channel request is granted only if the requested delay bound
can be guaranteed. The message transmission protocol implements the deadline scheduling of
message transmissions. It speci�es how a message is divided into packets, and how deadlines of
a packet over the links it traverses are calculated. Readers are referred to [14, 15, 12] for more
details.

3 Real-time Communication in ATM Networks

ATM bears many similarities to real-time channels. Both of them are connection-oriented
to provide a proper quality of service and use statistical packet multiplexing to achieve high
transmission e�ciency. However, the procedures used by real-time channels for admission
control and message transmission are more sophisticated than those for the ATM in order to
achieve guaranteed end-to-end delay bounds. In this section we will discuss how the approach of
real-time channel can be applied for congestion control in ATM networks to achieve a guaranteed
quality of service.

3.1 Transmission Scheduling

Messages are split into cells of 53 bytes each in an ATM network. With the approach of real-
time channels, cells are not required to have the same size. However, this constant-size cell
assumption will be used in the paper to make our results consistent with ATM standards.
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One of the reasons for ATM networks not being able to guarantee the timely delivery of
messages and completely avoid cell losses is due to the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) scheduling
policy used in ATM switches for cell transmissions. With FIFO scheduling, all cells are treated
equally. Thus, the quality of service provided to one user depends on the amount of tra�c
generated by others. A few malicious users could easily saturate a large number of transmission
links and a�ect the normal transmission of all other users using these links. Priority scheduling
cannot solve the problem because the quality of service provided to one user is a�ected by all
other users with the same or higher priorities.

As discussed in the Introduction, one way to solve this problem is to use bandwidth enforce-
ment at the network entry points. Users declare their tra�c characteristics at the connection
setup time, and bandwidth enforcement mechanisms ensure that they are honored. However,
this scheme has some disadvantages as follows.

1. Bandwidth enforcement increases the complexity of a system. Basically, what bandwidth
enforcement does is to hold early messages at the source node and release them when they
become eligible for transmission. This is di�cult to implement in high-speed networks,
especially for nodes from which many tra�c streams originate.

2. Bandwidth enforcement could become very ine�cient. Violation of tra�c characteristics
by one user does not necessarily implies a network congestion. So, holding the extra
tra�c outside a network may be unnecessarily conservative and waste network resources.
In other words, bandwidth enforcement reduces the ATM's ability of accommodating
varying bit-rate tra�c which has been claimed to be one of the main advantages of the
ATM over the traditional Synchronous Transfer Mode (STM).

3. The underlying FIFO scheduling of cell transmissions is not suitable for heterogeneous
real-time communications. With FIFO scheduling, it is di�cult and ine�cient to accom-
modate real-time services which have di�erent bandwidth and delay requirements.

We propose to use the deadline scheduling for cell transmissions at ATM switches. The
advantages of using a deadline scheduling policy are as follows.

1. Minimal e�ects of queueing delays: The deadline scheduling policy can minimize the ef-
fects of queueing delays in the sense that given a set of cells with deadlines, if they
are schedulable under any scheduling policy (i.e., every cell can be transmitted before
its deadline), so can they under the deadline scheduling policy [16]. Thus, the deadline
scheduling policy gives a communication network more capacity to accommodate real-time
tra�c than that with other scheduling policies. In other words, the deadline scheduling
reduces the probability of unnecessarily rejecting connection setup requests.

2. Available admission-control schemes: A rich deadline scheduling theory has been estab-
lished from which the admission-control schemes for real-time channels can be derived
[15, 14]. This theory can be used directly for ATM networks from which the guaran-
teed quality of service can be provided if the deadline scheduling of cell transmissions is
implemented in ATM switches.

3. Elimination of bandwidth enforcement: With the deadline scheduling of cell transmis-
sions, cells from di�erent sources interfere with each other only through their deadlines.
Thus, with a proper deadline assignment and bu�ering scheme, it is easy to remove the
adverse e�ect of a user's generation of more tra�c than that speci�ed at the connection
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setup time. This eliminates the need for bandwidth enforcement at the network entry
points.

4. High transmission e�ciency: Another major advantage of using the deadline scheduling
is that the messages which violate the pre-speci�ed message generation pattern can be
transmitted over the network on a best-e�ort basis. Early messages will be assigned later
deadlines but they can still be eligible for transmission if the network is lightly-loaded.
This is in sharp contrast to bandwidth enforcement where early messages are held outside
the network until they become on time. This feature is very important for applications
where the tra�c characteristics cannot be pre-determined accurately, and when the source
generates more tra�c than expected, it is still desirable that the extra tra�c should be
transmitted as soon as possible and as long as it does not interfere with the timeliness
guarantees of other \law-abiding" channels.

Implementation of deadline scheduling requires some extra processing power of ATM switches.
Unlike the conventional FIFO scheduling for which a newly-arrived cell is simply put at the
end of a waiting queue and a transmitter always picks up the �rst cell in the waiting queue to
transmit, the deadline scheduling requires that either the transmitter searches a waiting queue
for a cell with the earliest deadline to transmit, or a newly-arrived cell is inserted at a proper
position such that the cell with the earliest deadline is always at the head of the queue. In
either case, the whole waiting queue must be searched once for every cell transmitted.

A key problem to the implementation of deadline scheduling is to make this scheduling
process very fast. If the cell-scheduling time cannot be controlled to be less than the cell-
transmission time, a queue will be formed at the scheduler. One should not use deadline
scheduling for the queue at the scheduler since this would need another deadline scheduler.
So, only the conventional FIFO or round-robin scheduling can be used, which could result in
a larger queueing delay at the scheduler than that at a transmission link. In such a case it is
meaningless to use deadline scheduling at a transmission link.

To solve this problem, a hardware implementation of the deadline scheduler was proposed in
[17, 14] which can schedule an incoming cell in at most 12 clock cycles. With this architecture, a
scheduler implemented with a 30 MHz clock frequency can easily accommodate ATM networks
with the link transmission speed up to 1 Gbps.

3.2 Real-time Channels over ATM Networks

As mentioned in Section 2, a real-time channel is implemented with two protocols: a channel
establishment protocol and a message transmission protocol. The channel establishment pro-
tocol handles requests for establishing real-time channels. Its main function is to check if the
requested end-to-end delay bound and bu�er space can be guaranteed under the current tra�c
load. The message-transmission protocol speci�es how cells are constructed from messages and
how the deadline of each cell is calculated in order to guarantee the message link delay bound.

For the convenience of presentation, we assume that message size is measured in number of
ATM cells and the time is measured in the unit of cell-transmission time. Suppose a real-time
channel with a maximum message size M runs through n links with guaranteed worst-case
link delays d1; � � � ; dn, respectively. Then, the end-to-end message-delivery delay bound can be
calculated as [12, 14],

D =
nX

k=1

dk � (n� 1)(M � 1): (1)
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With the above equation, the end-to-end message-delay bound D for a real-time channel
can be guaranteed with one of the following methods.

M1: Divide the end-to-end delay bound D into link delay bounds dk's such that Eq. (1) is
satis�ed. Check if each link can guarantee the corresponding link-delay bound under the
current tra�c load. If all the checks are positive, the requested real-time channel can be
established. Otherwise, the channel request is rejected.

M2: Calculate the minimum link-delay bound over each link of the channel. If the end-to-
end delay bound calculated from Eq. (1) using these minimum link-delay bounds is not
larger than D, the requested channel can be established. Otherwise, the channel request
is rejected.

A set of real-time channels �i = (Ti; Ci; di); i = 1; 2; :::; n, is said to be schedulable over a
link if for all 1 � i � n, the maximum delay experienced by channel i's messages over the link
is not larger than the requested delay bound di. Then, establishment of a real{time channel
with M1 needs a solution to the following channel schedulability problem.

Problem 3.1 (Channel schedulability) .
Given a set of real-time channels �i = (Ti;Mi; di); i = 1; 2; :::; n, are they schedulable over a
link?

and establishment of a real{time channel with M2 needs a solution to the following minimum
delay bound problem.

Problem 3.2 (Minimum delay bound) .
Suppose n � 1 channels, �i = (Ti;Mi; di); i = 1; 2; :::; n� 1, are schedulable over a link. Given
a new channel �n with the minimum message inter-arrival time Tn and the maximum message
size Mn, what is the minimum value of dn such that all n channels are still schedulable over
the link?

The deadline scheduling theory developed in [15, 12] solves the above two problems if the
messages of all real-time channels abide by their pre-speci�ed tra�c generation pattern (i.e.,
the message inter-arrival time is not smaller than T and the message size is not larger thanM).
However, this assumption does not always hold in practice for the following two reasons.

1. A source node may generate messages faster and larger than the speci�ed values T and
M due to the usage of estimated (instead of true) channel parameters or malfunctioning
of the node. Since no bandwidth-enforcement mechanisms will be used at the source
node, all these messages will be sent over the channel. This will a�ect the delay bounds
guaranteed to all other channels over the link.

2. Even if a source node does not violate its tra�c speci�cation, the message inter-arrival
time at an intermediate link can still be smaller than T due to uneven queueing delays at
upstream links.

The message-transmission protocol must solve the above problem by using a proper cell-
deadline assignment scheme. With the deadline scheduling of cell transmissions, cells of di�erent
channels interfere with each other through their deadlines only. Thus, the adverse e�ect of early-
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arriving cells can be eliminated by assigning them some later deadlines. This idea introduces
the concept of logical arrival time [13].

If a cell is not early, its logical arrival time equals its actual arrival time and its deadline is
calculated as its arrival time plus the link-delay bound. If a cell is early, its logical arrival time
is set to be the time when it should have arrived and its deadline is calculated as its logical
arrival time plus the link-delay bound. Notice that a cell could arrive early at a node in one of
the following three ways:

1. A message of a size larger than M is generated at the source node. In this case, all
the extra cells are said to be early and their logical arrival times should be set to the
generation time of the next message.

2. A message is generated at a source node with inter-generation time smaller than T . In
this case, all the cells of the message should be assigned a logical arrival time which is T
units of time after the generation of the previous message.

3. Due to the uneven queueing delays at upstream links, message inter-arrival times at
downstream links could be smaller than T . In this case, the cells of some messages would
have to be assigned logical arrival times later than their actual arrival times to maintain
the minimum message inter-arrival time T .

We now present a message-transmission protocol which implements the above idea. We
assume that one bit in the header of an ATM cell, denoted by F, is used to mark the �rst cell
of a message. This bit can be, say, in the Generic Flow Control (GFC) �eld whose use has not
yet been de�ned in ATM standards.

The proposed message-transmission protocol is to be executed by the source nodes of real{
time channels and ATM switches. The source node of a real-time channel is responsible for
splitting messages into cells and forwarding them to an ATM switch. Its main function is to
eliminate the adverse e�ect of over-sized messages by setting the F bits of appropriate cells to
mark them as the �rst cells of the messages. In other words, it reorganizes messages into logical
messages. If no over-sized messages are generated, the logical messages are the same as the
actually messages. When a message of size larger than M is generated, the �rst M cells are
viewed as one message, and the (M + 1)-th cell is marked as the �rst cell of the next message.
In this way, the ATM switches will see no over-sized logical messages. The detailed operations
of a source node is described in the following protocol.

Protocol 3.1 (Message decomposition into cells) .
In this protocol, an integer K is used to count the number of cells of a message, and an integer
O is used to detect oversize messages. O > 0 means that the current cell is viewed as a cell of
the (n+O)-th message, where n is the current message. Initialize O := 0.

Step 1: Wait until a message is generated. If O = 0, set K := 0. Otherwise, update O := O�1.

Step 2: Assemble an ATM cell from the message and forward it to the ATM switch. If K = 0,
set the F bit of the cell to 1 which marks it as the �rst cell of a message.

Step 3: Update K := K + 1. If K =M , set K := K �M and O := O + 1.

Step 4: If no more bits left from the message, goto Step 1. Otherwise goto Step 2.
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After messages are split into cells and forwarded to an ATM switch, the switch needs to check
whether or not these cells arrive early, and calculate logical arrival times and deadlines for them.
The following protocol deals with deadline assignment for a real-time channel � = (T;M; d)
over a link. Recall that T andM are the user-speci�ed minimum message inter-generation time
and maximum message size, respectively. Let d be the assigned link-delay bound.

Protocol 3.2 (Cell deadline assignment) .
Let tc record the arrival time of the current cell, tm record the logical arrival time of the current
message, and an integer K count the number of cells of the current message. Initialize tm :=
�T .

Step 1: Wait until a cell arrives. If it is the �rst cell of a message, goto Step 2. Otherwise,
goto Step 3.

Step 2: Set K := 1. If tc � tm < T , set tm := tm + T . Otherwise, set tm := tc. Goto Step 4.

Step 3: Update K := K + 1 and tm := maxftm; tc �Kg.

Step 4: Set the deadline of the cell as tm + d. Goto Step 1.

Step 2 of the above protocol ensures the logical inter-arrival time of two messages not to be
smaller than T . Step 3 updates the logical arrival time of a message according to the actual
cell arrival times. This update of logical message arrival time is necessary to ensure that the
K-th cell of a message is always available K units of time after its logical arrival time.

Protocols 3.1 and 3.2 are illustrated in Fig. 2 with an example of T = 3 and M = 2. The
upper part of the �gure shows the generation of messages at the source node. The source
node splits messages into cells, marks boundaries of logical messages, and forward the cells to
an ATM switch. The cells that the ATM switch sees are shown in the middle of the �gure.
According to Protocol 3.2 and the actual cell-arrival times, the logical cell-arrival times are
shown at the bottom of the �gure. The deadline of a cell is calculated as the cell logical arrival
time plus the assigned link-delay bound.

Comparing with the message-transmission protocols proposed in [12, 14], Protocols 3.1 and
3.2 have the following advantages:

1. Cells need not carry the deadline information in their headers. With Protocol 3.2, the
deadline of a cell is calculated from the logical arrival time of the current message and the
arrival time of the cell, while the protocols of [12, 14] require the information of the cell
deadline at the previous node. This feature is especially useful for ATM networks since
the short, standardized ATM cell header does not have room to hold the cell-deadline
information.

2. Clocks at di�erent nodes need not be synchronized and no timestamp of cell transmission
is necessary. The message-transmission protocols of [12, 14] assume either the existence
of a global clock or the timestamping of a cell when it is transmitted. This increases the
complexity of network hardware.

3. The functions of source nodes and ATM switches are clearly separated in Protocols 3.1
and 3.2. All ATM switches run the same protocol (Protocol 3.2) for all real-time cells,
regardless whether they are connected to the source node of a real-time channel or not.
This simpli�es the switch design. Protocols of [12, 14] require a switch to run a di�erent
protocol for real-time packets originating from a node to which the switch is directly
connected.
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logical messages are assigned logical arrival times
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time

time

time

messages are generated at the source node

Figure 2: Logical messages and logical arrival times.

Another important problem which must be addressed to implement real-time channels is
bu�er management in ATM switches. It must satisfy the following criteria:

C1: Enough bu�er space must be reserved for each channel such that no cells will be dropped
due to bu�er overows when all real-time channels abide by their pre-speci�ed message-
generation patterns.

C2: Channel protection must be provided such that if some channels violate their tra�c-
generation speci�cation, only those cells belonging to these \renegade" channels will be
discarded when a bu�er overow occurs.

The bu�er space needed for a real-time channel to satisfy C1 is easy to calculate. Suppose a
channel � = (T;M;D) runs through n links `i; � � � ; `n, all of which guarantee link-delay bounds
d1; � � � ; dn, respectively. Then the bu�er space the channel needs at link `k is bounded by:

B = d(
kX

i=1

di)=T )eM; (2)

which corresponds to an unrealistic worst case that the �rst message of the channel experiences
the largest link delay and all the following messages experience no delay at all.

From Eq. (2), we can see that if the requested end-to-end delay bound D < T then a bu�er
of size equal to M ATM cells is enough for each switch.

When some channels generate more messages than speci�ed at the channel setup time,
bu�er overows cannot be completely avoided. This adverse e�ect can be minimized in the
following ways:
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1. Give real-time messages higher bu�ering priority than non real-time messages. In other
words, a switch discards non real-time cells �rst when there is not enough bu�er space.
This reduces the possibility of dropping real-time cells. Since non real-time messages do
not have any tight delay requirement, dropping non real-time cells usually does not cause
a serious problem if a retransmission scheme is used at the transport layer.

2. Implement channel protection as described in C2. This can be done by assigning each
\early" real-time cell bu�ering priority higher than non real-time cells but lower than
\on-time" real-time cells. In this way, on-time real-time messages are guaranteed not to
be lost, and early messages will be handled on a best-e�ort basis.

We are currently working on the details of cell bu�ering along with the implemention of
real-time channels in ATM networks and will report these results in a forthcoming paper.

4 Conclusion

We have addressed the problem of providing real-time communication services in ATM net-
works. Using the concept of real-time channel, we can solve the fundamental congestion-control
problem and can also provide the guaranteed quality of service in ATM networks. Our main
contributions are to show the suitability of the real-time channel approach for ATM networks
and develop a message-transmission scheme which is suitable for ATM networks and has a
number of signi�cant advantages over other schemes.
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